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The Bible has played a starring role in American history from our nation’s beginnings.
When George Washington was sworn into office as our first president, he did not place
his hand on the Declaration of Independence or the Constitution of the United States,
as hallowed as those documents are. Instead, he swore upon and even kissed the
Bible to sanctify this important moment. The Bible, Washington knew, had ushered
American history to this point. Trying to explain American history without its Bible is like
trying to understand the human body without its bloodstream. Had there been no Bible,
there would be no America as we know it. It is the Bible that made America. While not
every Founding Father was a Christian, a Bible-believer, or a paragon of virtue and not
every leader has honored the Bible nor appreciated its influence, there is an undeniable
history of leaders who’ve been intimately acquainted with the contents of the Bible,
who’ve studied its scriptures and respected its teachings. Journey with Robert J.
Morgan as he teaches about the Bible’s role in the defining moments and impact on
the people of our nation’s history, reminding us of the beauty at the intersection of faith
and country and reigniting our hearts’ passions for both.
Wonderful illustrations for you to make your own While coloring was once reserved for
children, it is now used as a means to help adults relieve stress and anxiety. Engaging
the mind with the present, it is an ideal way to take a break in the day and meditate on
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the Word of God. Colour Your Worldis a coloring book that features a wide variety of
illustrations and includes a selection of inspirational Bible verses. It will enable you to
spend time in meditation and prayer as you create pages of beauty.
Immerse yourself in the Bible's promises with these beautifully crafted, hand-drawn
verses by Lori Siebert--all ready for your own creative touch. As you spend a few restful
moments coloring and contemplating these well-loved passages of Scripture, each
page will become a personal reminder that God's Word is for you.
Introduce early learners to the Bible with the Big Book of Bible Stories for Toddlers from
the Big Picture Interactive, featuring stories from the Old and New Testaments in this
fun, interactive, and engaging new Bible storybook designed especially for toddlers.
Adult coloring books have gone beyond a trend, creating a solid category in the
publishing world. The craze has hit the religion and spirituality market as well. Prayer
and meditation can provide people with a sense of oneness and positivity. In Colorful
Blessings, the illustrations provide an outlet for people to combine coloring with prayer
practices to help them connect mind, body, and soul. Colorful Blessings provides
approximately 47 coloring pages that offer the colorist an opportunity to grow in creative
expression while embracing spirituality. Illustrations range from less detailed to fairly
intricate, but all provide an inspirational message of life and faith that is brought to life in
color. Printed on perforated paper, the designs can be removed for easier coloring
and/or hanging.
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CYour child needs this book. This awesome Bible Verse Coloring Book Coloring
provides 101 different pictures for drawing. This number of different images will provide
many hours of fun for your little one. It will stimulate his imagination and creativity.
Coloring book has no age restrictions. Every child will be delighted, and everyone can
fill it with rainbow colors regardless of age. In addition to helping your child's activities
and regulation of his mood, the coloring will work like improving a pen, so order your
copy today
Unleash your child's creativity. This fun faith based Christian Easter activity book is
filled with lots of fun activities and games for children 6-12 years old. This is an 8 x 10
Inch Book, with 46 pages. Activities include: The Biblical story of Easter and Jesus
Christ Jelly Bean Christian Prayer Mazes and Puzzles Word Searches / Finds Dot to
Boxes Game Easter Sudoku Faith Based Coloring Pages A Letter to Jesus Scripture
Easter Fortune Teller Game See our Author's page for other books, planners and
journals we have created by clicking the Author Name under the title of this book or by
clicking on this link: www.amazon.com/author/angelduran
The Beano meets the Bible. Over 60 stories in comic strip style, from artists who
broughts us the Wallace and Gromit and Shaun the Sheep cartoon strips. Having
worked on Sesame Street, Transformers, Beano, Dandy and Marvel cartoons. Great for
reluctant readers. Fun for all ages.
In this coloring book perfect for all ages, over thirty inspiring and important Scriptures from the
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NIV translation are illustrated and decorated in unique line art, allowing you to color in each
image as you meditate on God s Word."
Blue Baby Memory Book had padded front cover, 64 full-color inside pages, with dimenstions
of 9 3/8 (W) x 10 1/2" (H) Pacaged in a gift box with acetate window.
Art meets devotions in The Action Bible Coloring Book, allowing children of all ages to create
their own Bible masterpieces while engaging in thoughtful devotional materials. 55 compelling
drawings by acclaimed artist Sergio Cariello will captivate children as they create their own
unique masterpieces of the real-life heroes of the Bible. Turn the page and discover a wealth of
exciting information meant to introduce each Bible person to the child through an informative
introduction including the hero’s experiences in God’s Word. Additional information includes a
devotional emphasizing the importance of connecting children to the actions of these heroes,
several thoughtful questions meant to be shared with an adult or friend, a Scripture verse, and
references to more information on each hero in both The Action Bible and The Action
Storybook Bible, where applicable. Beginning with Adam and Eve and including such
compelling people as Abraham, David, Esther, Mary, Peter, Lazarus, and the redemptive story
of Jesus, this brand-new product will spark the imagination and deepen the faith of all who
encounter it.
Spend some quiet time relaxing with this adult coloring book, The worries of life can wait! Life
is full of demands. Appointments, deadlines, obligations, and constant digital chatter occupy
every moment and build a mountain of unhealthy stress and tension. Why not eliminate some
of that stress as you ponder the peace, joy, hope, and encouragement found in the incredible
story of creation? Take a break from your busy schedule, and focus on filling the intricately
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illustrated pages with the beauty of color. Watch each page come alive as you allow your
creativity to flow freely.
Crosses to color is a Christian Coloring book filled with beautiful images, scripture and hope.
You will love coloring all the images of the cross with a different theme to each one. Hope,
love, redemption and more. This wonderful book is 24 pages single sided and professionally
printed. Relax, meditate and color!
Add a splash of color to these beautiful, intricate, black-and-white line drawings, just waiting for
your creative input! Quotations from the Bible and verses based on the Bible are accompanied
by detailed illustrations of birds, patterns, landscapes, and more. Celebrate wise words of truth
and create a stunning masterpiece--your own personalized book of Bible quotations!
The illustrated, glow-in-the-dark Bible verses on these pages will soothe your spirit in the
darkness. Meditate on the word of God as you color the inspirational Bible verses and
illustrations in Let There Be Light. Included among the 90 perforated coloring pages in this
book are 24 that glow in the dark—providing you with a gentle reminder of God’s presence as
you drift off to sleep. The soft, creative style of illustrator Felicity French pairs wonderfully with
the selected verses, making this book a splendid gift for those who enjoy daily affirmations of
their faith.
Pens and pencils out - these intricate line drawings are waiting to be coloured in!

Beautiful Theme Marble Size Blank Notebook Journal Composition Blank Pages Rule
UnLined for Student Journal 110 Pages of 8.5x11 for Drawing Sketching Doodling 110
thick stock bright white pages size 8.5in x 11in Full size duo sided rule unlined Rule
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Pages This pretty design scale notebook is the perfect way to show off your love of the
beautiful fantasy. This beautiful book is the place to write to your content Makes a
perfect gift idea for Sketching - Drawing - Whiting - Journaling - Doodling Birthday Gifts
and Back to School Gifts
Spend a quiet and relaxing time with adult coloring. Immerse yourself in a stress
relieving activity of coloring 50 exquisitely drawn illustrations with uplifting bible verses
to meditate on. As you color these images, reflect on the word of God that accompanies
it and find peace and comfort
Inspired by the melodious psalms of the Bible, a beautifully designed Scripture art
colouring book.
It's more than a coloring book. It's a quiet place to meet Jesus. Compelling questions
and Bible verses pair with intricate coloring designs, creating space for you to relax and
refresh, to ponder and pray. Ideal for experienced colorists and beginners alike, each
image in this Jesus-centered coloring book invites you to consider a unique biblical
name of Jesus. And you'll do more than relax. You'll enter into the presence and peace
of Jesus--with Reflecting on the Names of Jesus. You'll get... * 40 unique, specially
designed coloring pages--each highlighting a biblical name of Jesus. * 40 Bible verses
that shed light on the unique person of Jesus. * 40 simple, compelling questions to ask
Jesus as you create frame-worthy art and listen for the gentle whisper of Jesus
speaking to your heart.
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The Book of Psalms is featured in this beautifully crafted Christian Adult Coloring Book.
The pages include a variety of delightful patterns, mandala designs, motifs and ink
drawings that incorporate Scripture from Psalms. Rejoice in the songs of praise while
you put color to the pages to create your unique work-of-art. Because the one-sided
pages are perforated, you can share the joyful pastime of coloring and display or share
your artwork as a source of inspiration. The book is bound in heavy-duty stock with
embossed text and design and lavish applications of spot-varnish and silver foil.
Perforated One-Side Printed Sturdy Pages - 56 full page drawings with Scripture from
Psalms - Includes 7 pages with gift tags, bookmarks and cards to color - Size is 8.5 x
11"
The Lion Bible Verses Colouring BookLion Children's
Everyone struggles with worry. You may be wrestling with everyday fears about your
relationships or your finances. Or perhaps you're dealing with a life-and-death decision
or paralyzing emotions. Regardless of the reasons for your worries, or the degree to
which you feel them, God cares. He wants you to live a life of peace and hope. He
wants to give you freedom. This book will explain and apply 100 key verses from God's
Word to help you overcome your worries and anxieties. The list includes Scriptures
across the entire Bible, carefully selected for their significance and helpfulness to the
Christian life. Each of the 100 entries will contain · the Bible verse · a brief explanation
of the verse's context in Scripture · commentary on the verse's meaning · an application
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for the reader Don't be enslaved to your worries and anxieties, but instead dig into
God's promises, provision, and wise counsel. And most of all, discover the peace and
comfort that comes with understanding that he loves you more than you'll ever know.
If you are a parent, grandparent, pastor, or teacher looking for a way to teach the
children in your life about God’s never stopping, never giving up, unbreaking, always
and forever love, look no further than The Jesus Storybook Bible. What makes The
Jesus Storybook Bible different from other kids’ Bibles? While other kids’ Bibles
contain stories from the Old and New Testaments, The Jesus Storybook Bible tells the
Story beneath all the stories in the Bible, pointing to Jesus as our Savior. From the Old
Testament through the New Testament, as the Story unfolds, children will clearly see
that Jesus is at the center of God’s great story of salvation – and at the center of their
story too. The Jesus Storybook Bible: Visually brings scripture to life for children ages
4–12 Contains 21 stories from the Old Testament & 23 stories from the New Testament
Presents the best-loved stories of the Bible in an easy-to-understand format Features
the bestselling writing of Sally Lloyd-Jones & award-winning illustrations of Jago
Includes a durable hardcover and bright illustrations Is also ideal for adults looking to
explore the Bible in a new way The Jesus Storybook Bible has sold over 2 million
copies! Check out the rest of the series, The Jesus Storybook Bible Coloring Book, and
the text-based version, The Story of God’s Love for You.
King Herod is troubled, and all of Jerusalem with him. Who is this child born the King of
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the Jews?! The Magi arrive from the East to pay homage to Yeshua, the newborn
Messiah. But the night they arrive is like no other... Warned by God not to return to the
jealous king, the Magi flee back to Parthia. But no one outsmarts King Herod! He
summons his soldiers and orders the death of all young boys in Bethlehem. Yeshua
must escape His enemies... Filled with colorful illustrations and biblical truth, Birth of the
King is part of the Bible Pathway Adventures series of biblical adventures. If your
children like gripping action and courageous Israelites, then they'll love this biblical
adventure series from Bible Pathway Adventures. The search for truth is more fun than
tradition! ? Defenders of the Faith SERIES: Long before The Avengers, long before The
Justice League, these are the ORIGINAL Super Heroes. Read and be inspired by what
really makes a Hero: a firm belief in what is right and the true Faith. Follow the
incredible stories and real life adventures of God's chosen people.
Sing your praise for all the good in the world as you color the day away. Psalms to
Color & Soothe the Soul allows readers to express their praise for God by coloring in 47
beautiful scenes that include passages from the Book of Psalms. The floral patterns,
nature scenes, and imaginative designs provide ample opportunity to engage in joyful
coloring that will inspire and soothe the devoted reader's soul. Simply add your own
personal touch of color to the illustrations, and you will be rewarded with bliss.
Enjoy these reminders of God's love and care for mankind as reflected in the beauty of
everything He created.
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Celebrate the world God made and personalize your own book of psalms by coloring in
these beautiful black and white line drawings. Fourteen psalms, and verses based on
psalms, are accompanied by detailed illustrations of birds, patterns, landscapes, and
more in this stylish and detailed coloring book for careful colorers.
Hannah Dunnett's beautiful artwork, interweaving Bible verses and images, has
inspired many people. From sailing boats bobbing on the river and lighthouses standing
tall, to majestic trees and soaring mountains, to welcoming cottages and cozy kitchens,
Hannah paints pictures that help us understand scripture and reflect on God's word in a
fresh way. In this book, Hannah has chosen twenty-four of her favorite pictures and tells
the story behind each one. As she draws out key verses and their meaning and offers
questions to reflect on, readers will gain new insight and understanding. This collection
of beloved artwork is divided into four sections: The Wondrous Cross, Father God,
Teach me Your Ways, and Let Your Light Shine, and will take individual readers, or
small groups, on a journey further towards the heart of God.
Celebrate the story of the birth of Jesus and personalize your own Nativity book by
coloring in these beautiful and intricate black and white line drawings, filled with pattern
and detail. These 12 scenes offer an enchanting retelling of a favorite story, while
encouraging creative expression.
"Color your way to peace and worship. We live in such a hectic world -- but what waits
for you inside this cover is a way to quiet the noise, express creativity, and spend some
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sweet time with God. Each page features an original design from one of a dozen
different artists, beautifully illustrating a contemplative quote from an inspirational writer,
beloved hymn, or Scripture."--Back cover.
With loads of humor and a big dose of fun, cartoonist Jonny Hawkins encourages kids
to add their creative touches to his doodles while exploring both the Old and New
Testaments. By doing this, kids better remember God's Word and are able to apply it to
their young lives.

Enjoy the creativity and freedom of adding color to intricate patterns paired with
brief spiritual practices adapted from Adele Ahlberg Calhoun's beloved resource
Spiritual Disciplines Handbook. From the magnificence of the sun to the
treasures of the deep, from the abundance of the meadows to the unique
structure of a snowflake, this collection of delightfully detailed art illuminates the
Psalms. Scripture provides inspiration and reflection for each of the beautiful
designs in this imaginative coloring book. The art will draw you closer to God as
you explore Scripture meditation, worship, breath prayer, practicing the presence
of God, and more.
A tranquil, faith-based adult coloring book featuring Jim Shore's original artwork,
Faith & Harmony Coloring Book is filled with more than 30 of his iconic, folk artinspired designs that include comforting angels, birds, and more. Each design is
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complemented with its own bible verse or inspirational quote for a truly uplifting
coloring experience. Also includes high-quality gatefold covers featuring a gallery
of Jim Shore's original artwork. Designs are printed on a single side of highquality paper with perforated edges, making it the perfect gift for those with faithfilled hearts.
Begin a lifetime of Scripture memory and love for God's Word with your family!
The Topical Memory System has been helping people memorize Scripture for
decades, and it will help you and your kids too! The tried-and-true methods of the
TMS are the foundation of this fun game. Inside you'll find tear-out memory verse
cards (with colorful illustrations) for use in multiple games. Complementing the
games is a devotional-style guide for families that helps with understanding the
context of each verse in the larger picture of God's story. There are also
discussion questions that provide opportunities to go deeper in Scripture with
every verse. Kids will have fun playing the memory games as their faith and
understanding of God's Word grows. Families can follow the 18-week schedule
provided or go at their own pace. Start with the beginner-level matching game
and move up to the advanced levels when the kids are ready. With 36 verses to
shuffle through, every game is a new challenge! Also included is a checklist to
track memorization progress and a kid-friendly glossary for difficult Bible terms.
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The cards are in two translations: NIV and The Message.
Daniel's Dreams Coloring Bible - Favorite Verses 207 pages. Using nothing but
real Bible verses... in this 5th book of Mr. Mac's "favorite verses" we begin where
the "Exile to Daniel" book left off. We color our way through Daniel in the lion's
den to his amazing dreams and visions of God's "big story". Every coloring page
may be copied and shared "as is" when given free of charge! See all of our
books, movies and art at www.MrMacBible.com World English Bible (WEBBE) ®
Public Domain Price $9.95
Calming words meet lovely illustrations in this inspiring coloring book. The power
of prayer is combined with the power of art in Prayers to Color & Brighten Your
Day. Each of the 47 illustrations to be colored in includes a short inspirational
phrase incorporated into the art, with passages from the Bible as well as the
words of notable figures such as Christina Rossetti, Samuel Taylor Coleridge,
and Ralph Waldo Emerson. Floral patterns, nature scenes, and other calming
designs are ready to be colored in by the reader in search of soulful inspiration.
This inspirational coloring book features uplifting quotes and scripture verses for
Christians who love to color. Features 29 Bible verse designs by 6 different
artists. The perfect gift for the adult coloring enthusiast!
#1 Christian Activity Book for Kids! The Follow His Lead - Christian Activity and
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Coloring Book is an interactive adventure that is packed with various activities
that highlight important Bible characters and verses for kids! This fun and parentapproved book is best for kids ages 4-6 years old, but not limited to only this age
group. They will have hours of entertaining fun as they color, unscramble words,
figure out mazes, complete word search puzzles and fill-in the missing words
from bible verses. Bring this activity book with you to church or whenever you run
errands. It is sure to keep little hands busy and little minds occupied with
meaningful content... and the best part is all the fun is SCREEN-FREE! Interior
Details: Perfectly sized at 6x9 - Travel Friendly! Word Searches Mazes Fill-In
Bible Verses Word Scrambles Coloring Pages, & More! Answer Key (Located in
the back of the book) Soft, matte cover Who do I get this amazing book for? This
book is great for kids of all ages 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 years old. Give it as a
gift to any boy or girl, or even as a stocking stuffer this holiday season! Great for
birthdays, surprise gifts, and more. We thank you for buying this book, and hope
you enjoy it.
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